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“What I'm really interested 
in is whether God could 
have made the world in a 

different way; that is, 
whether the necessity of 

logical simplicity leaves any 
freedom at all.”

A. Einstein



I would like to state a theorem which at present can 
not be based upon anything more than a faith in the 
simplicity, i.e. intelligibility, of nature: There are no 
arbitrary constants that is to say, nature is so 
constituted that it is possible logically to lay down 
such strongly determined laws that within these laws 
only rationally completely determined constants 
occur (not constants, therefore, whose numerical value 
could be changed without destroying the theory)

Quoted by Andre Linde in arXiv:1402.0526



There is a most profound and 
beautiful question associated with 
the observed coupling constant…. It 
is a simple number that has been 
experimentally determined to be 
close to 1/137.03597. It has been a 
mystery ever since it was discovered 
more than fifty years ago, and all 
good theoretical physicists put this 
number up on their wall and worry 
about it. 

R. Feynman
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Expectations for String Theory

thereby explicitly avoiding the field theory divergence. The spectrum of string theory
consists of an infinite “tower” of excited states, corresponding to quantized energy levels
of the various modes of the string. Any change in the spectrum of such a tower destroys
the crucial property of modular invariance.

5.2 Non-Uniqueness in String Theory

It is understandable that this rigidity of the spectrum fueled the hope that string theory
might lead us to a unique gauge theory, and perhaps a completely unambiguous derivation
of the Standard Model from first principles. This hope is very well described by the
following paragraph from the book “The Problems of Physics” by A.J. Legget, which
dates from 1987 [35].12 The author is not a string theorist (he received the Nobel Prize in
2003 for his work on superfluidity) but echoes very accurately the atmosphere in part of
the string community around that time:
The hope is that the constraints imposed on such theories solely by the need for mathe-
matical consistency are so strong that they essentially determine a single possible theory
uniquely, and that by working out the consequences of the theory in detail one might even-
tually be able to show that there must be particles with precisely the masses, interactions,
and so on, of the known elementary particles: in other words, that the world we live in is
the only possible one.

If this had been true, this would have led us to straight to the anthropic dilemma
explained in section (3). So how does string theory avoid this?

The answer to that question emerged during two periods of revolutionary change in
our understanding, one occurring around 1986, and the the other during the first years of
this century. I will refer to these periods as the first and second string vacuum revolution.
Although string theorists love revolutions, these two are usually not on their list.

It is important to distinguish two concepts of uniqueness: uniqueness of the theory
itself, or uniqueness of its “ground states” or “vacua”. I will use these notions in a loose
sense here, because one of the issues under dispute is even how they are defined (which is
especially problematic in a universe with a positive cosmological constant, as ours seems
to have). By “vacuum” I will simply mean anything that is suitable to describe our
universe, and anything that merely di�ers from it by being located in a di�erent point
in the Gauge Theory Plane. I am not trying to argue that such vacua exist, but merely
that if they do exist there are likely to exist in huge quantities. The picture that seems to
emerge is that of a perhaps unique theory, but with a huge number of vacua. Although
this picture has started emerging more than twenty years ago, most people refused to
accept it as the final outcome, and instead were (and in surprisingly many cases still are)
hoping that one of the many candidate vacua would be singled out by some still to be

12This book also contains a remarkably prescient description of what might be called an “anthropic
landscape”, even with references to an important rôle for higher-dimensional theories, a notion that also
appeared in equally prescient work by Andrei Sakharov from 1984 [36] about a possible anthropic solution
to the cosmological constant problem. However, precisely because of the cited text about string theory,
this remained an overlooked link in the idea for more than a decade.
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Expectations for String Theory
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“String theory was supposed to explain why 
elementary particles could only have the precise 
masses and forces that they do. After more than 30 
years investment in each of these ideas, theorists 
have found that they are not able to achieve these 
ambitious goals”

Paul Steinhardt 
Albert Einstein Professor in Science, Departments of Physics 
and Astrophysical Sciences, Princeton University

2014

http://edge.org/memberbio/paul_steinhardt


I. The Multiverse





This is the earliest light we can observe.	

!
We have only one such picture. 	

It is like having a single event in an LHC detector.	

!
But is this the only event that ever occurred?	




Common sense suggests that it is not.	

Is all we can see all there is? 
!

Furthermore the theory that correctly describes 
the CMB fluctuations, inflation, predicts that 
there is an infinity of such “events”.	

!

“If the universe contains at least one inflationary 
domain of a sufficiently large size, it begins 
unceasingly producing new inflationary domains.”	

!

Andrei Linde (1994)



© A. Linde



So what would these other universe look like?	

(and is there anyone to look at them?)	

!

At the very least the CMB fluctuations would be 
different.	

!







But is that all that changes?	

!

Could the laws of physics themselves be different?	

!

If so, what are the allowed changes?	

!

!



Quantum Mechanics:	

Cannot be modified in any way we know	

!

General Relativity:	

Can change space-time dimension, cosmological constant 
(“vacuum energy”), curvature.	

!
The Standard Model:	

Many options for change: the gauge group, the particle 
representations (charges), and all continuous parameters.	

!

Consider the pillars of modern physics:



The Standard Model



The Standard Model
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2
) Gives masses to all quark and leptons

Most general interactions respecting all the symmetries: 28 parameters	

These can only be measured, not computed.	

Some of them have strange value (small dimensionless ratios, like 10-6)	

!
This gives a theory that correctly describes all known interactions except gravity.	

!

Gauge Group SU(3)⇥ SU(2)⇥ U(1)

3 {                                                                   }     



!
Phenomenological objection:	

Shouldn’t we be satisfied in understanding just 
our own universe?	

!
Philosophical objection:	

We (probably) cannot see these other universes.	

(perhaps as signals of “bubble collisions” in the CMB, a few billion years from now. 
Or perhaps as information encoded in the CMB radiation, but only in principle)	

!
So this is not science...	

!
!
!

But who cares about alternatives?



The answer to the phenomenological objection is 
that most of Standard Model phenomenology is 
aimed at the “why” questions. 	

!

Why SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1), why quarks and leptons, 
why three families, why these strange masses, 
why such large hierarchies?	

!

Surely, if these could be different in other 
universes, this is relevant to the answer.	




Suppose the number of families could be different.	

Then clearly we can never derive this number.	

!

!Then just the following options are left:	


In our universe, the number 3 came out purely by chance.	


In the full ensemble of universes, 3 is statistically favored.  
Very tricky: all multiplicities are infinite, so it is not immediately obvious how to compare them.  
This is know as the “multiverse measure problem”.  
Despite a lot of work and some progress, there is no generally accepted solution yet.	


Any number other than 3 cannot be observed, because life cannot 
exist unless there are 3 families.  
This is (a form of) the anthropic principle.  



The philosophical objection	

!
Let us assume the worst-case scenario: 	

Other universes are unobservable in principle.	

!
Then it is still possible that we will find a theory that 
demonstrably contains our Standard Model,	

and contains many other gauge theories as well.  

We could confirm that theory either 

By correct predictions in our own Universe	


By deriving it from a principle of Nature



Fundamental Theory

The Standard Model 

Instead of:



Fundamental Theory

Our Standard Model 

Someone else’s 	

Standard Model? 

Someone else’s 	

Standard Model? 

Someone else’s 	

Standard Model? 

Someone else’s 	

Standard Model? 

Someone else’s 	

Standard Model? 

We would have:



II. Unification



Electro-weak

GUT?

String Theory?



Grand Unification
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Structure looks arbitrary. 	

The most popular explanation is Grand Unified Theories
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The 1986 String Revolution

Candelas,Horowitz, Strominger, Witten
Dixon, Vafa, Harvey, Witten
……………
Strominger
Kawai, Tye, Lewellen
Lerche, Lüst, Schellekens
Antoniadis, Bachas, Kounnas
Ibanez, Nilles, Quevedo
Narain, Sarmadi, Vafa
……………

An explosion of papers and vacua:



Lerche, Lüst, Schellekens 
“Chiral, Four-dimensional Heterotic Strings From Self-Dual Lattices”, 1986

A. Strominger  
“Superstrings with Torsion”, 1986

A. Strommger / Superstrmgs 281  

Another feature of metrics such as (2.2) or (4.44) is that the Christoffel connec- 
tion has off diagonal components which mix up the internal and external spaces. 
Vectors tangent to R or  M 4 do not remain tangent under parallel transport. This 
can affect the wave equations governing massless particles with spacetime indices. 
For example the Dirac operator no longer obeys 7,10= 7,6+ 7,4, rather the right- 

~ 2 D _ 4  hand side has a correction proportional to 7,6D(y) for g4  = c  o~,~. This can be 
corrected by redefining the spinors by a power of e °. The usual analysis of 
harmonic expansion can thus be carried through with minor modifications. Similar 
statements apply to the other fields. 

A final intriguing observation concerns the local value of the four-dimensional 
cosmological constant defined as the full Ricci tensor contracted with the four- 
dimensional metric. This is not in general zero and depends on the coordinate y of 
the internal manifold. Its value is 

A(y)  = g 4 ' ° " R , a  v = - 41-q6D + 40(17"6D) 2. (4.46) 

This function has isolated zeros. The minimal number of such zeros is a topological 
invariant, determined from Morse theory as the Euler character of the internal 
manifold! 

5. Conclusions 

The focus of this paper has been the mathematical properties of superstrings in 
torsion backgrounds, but we would like to conclude with comments on some 
physical implications. With the inclusion of non-zero torsion, the class of supersym- 
metric superstring compactifications has been enormously enlarged. It is barely 
conceivable that all zero-torsion solutions could be classified, and that the phenome- 
nologically acceptable ones (at string tree level) might then be a very small number, 
possibly zero. It does not seem likely that non-zero torsion solutions, or even just 
the subset of phenomenologically acceptable ones, can be classified in the foresee- 
able future. As the constraints on non-zero torsion solutions are relatively weak, it 
does seem likely that a number of phenomenologically acceptable (at string tree 
level!) ones can be found. Indeed, it is argued in [16} that some of the generic 
problems of the zero-torsion solutions are likely to be absent in many non-zero 
torsion solutions. While this is quite reassuring, in some sense life has been made 
too easy. All predictive power seems to have been lost. 

All of this points to the overwhelming need to find a dynamical principle for 
determining the ground state, which now appears more imperative than ever. 

This work was done in bits and pieces over the last year and I have benefited 
from conversations with many people at various stages including P. Candelas, L. 
Dixon, D. Gieseker, J. Harvey, G. Horowitz, C. Hull, R. Lazarsfeld, V. Nair, M. 
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7. Conclusions 

As anticipated in [7, 8], we have found that the covariant lattice construction, 
which provided a simple and elegant way of classifying all ten-dimensional string 
theories, has similar advantages for constructing chiral string theories below ten 
dimensions. We expect that all theories discussed in this paper have the same degree 
of consistency as the well-known ten-dimensional theories. Although the general 
class of theories we find has already been constructed fermionically in [9], the lattice 
approach gives far more immediate insight in their structure. Although the number 
of chiral theories of this type is finite, our results suggest that there exist very many 
of them, so that a complete enumeration appears impossible. Perhaps some interest- 
ing subclass can be classified completely. 

It seems that not much is left of the once celebrated uniqueness of string theory. 
Of course string theory never really was unique even in ten dimensions, and it is 
already known for some time that the situation is much worse in four dimensions. 
Up to now, one may have taken comfort from the fact that four-dimensional 
theories are just compactifications of the ten-dimensional ones, at least if one 
believes that it is better to have one string theory with many vacua than many string 
theories. If this kind of uniqueness is what is desired, one would be better off if all 
fermionic strings could be shown to originate from the bosonic string, which seems 
the best candidate for a really unique theory. Our construction puts the ten- and 
lower-dimensional theories on equal footing in this respect. 

Even if all that string theory could achieve would be a completely finite theory of 
all interactions including gravity, but with no further restrictions on the gauge 
groups and the representations, it would be a considerable success. But the situation 
is better than that; although gauge groups are not very much restricted except that 
in chiral models their rank cannot exceed 22, the representations are. The fact that 
weights of length larger than 2 cannot appear in the massless sector selects 
low-dimensional representations; therefore, it is impossible to obtain many models 
that have been considered in the past, such as those with large Higgs representations 
or color exotics. Furthermore, one is not free to select fermion and scalar represen- 
tations in an arbitrary way, and couple them with arbitrary coupling constants. 

In our models, there is a built-in mechanism for naturally producing several 
generations. The multipficity occurring in the spectra (6.10) and (6.15) of our 
examples is a quite general phenomenon; it arises due to the possibility of assem- 
bling length-squared two vectors in the right-moving sector in different ways. 

A rank-22 gauge group may seem excessively large in comparison with the 
standard model, but this problem can be dealt with in the same way as the "second" 
E 8 from the ten-dimensional heterotic string. There should be many cases where a 
large part of the gauge group does not act on the massless chiral fermions or where 
several parts of the gauge group act on several sets of fields separately. In fact, there 
is a slight tendency in favor to such a situation because of the limited weight length 
of massless states; we have indeed found examples where that is the case. Further- 

…
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very successful in ten dimensions, where only 24-dimensional lattices have to be 
considered [8]. 

In four dimensions things are far more complicated. In the worst possible case we 
have a lattice F22;14 = (F22)L X (D 5 X (DI)9)R,  which can be mapped to (F22 X D 3 X 
(D7)9)L, a euclidean lattice of dimension 88. A lower limit on the total number of 
such lattices is provided by the Siegel mass formula [21] [22] 

4k-1 
E g ( A )  - 1 =  (8k)-lB4k H (4J) - IB2j ,  (5.1) 
A j= l  

where the sum is over all even self-dual lattices of dimension 8k, and g(A)  is the 
order of the automorphism group of A. Because g(A)  >/1 the fight hand side is a 
lower limit of the number of lattices (B2y are the Bernoulli numbers). For k = 11 
this number  is of order 101500! The requirement that A should contain D 3 X (D7) 9 
with a triplet constraint will reduce the number considerably, but clearly this is not 
a viable approach towards classification. It only tells us that the number of chiral 
theories is finite, but most likely extremely large*. 

However, it is easy to construct many examples already from the 24-dimensional 
Niemeier lattices; a list of those may be found in [23]. To do so, one decomposes 
such a lattice in D, factors by using one of the following regular embeddings 

E 8 D D 8 , 

E v D D 6 X A 1 ,  

E 6 D D 5 X U(1) ,  

A . D [ D 3 ] k×u ( 1 )  k - l ,  ( k =¼ ( n + l ) )  

A 2 z A 1 X U(1) .  (5.2) 

After these decompositions one is left with factors A 1 and several Dl's.  An even 
number  of Al ' s  can be combined to D2's because D 2 = m I X A 1. In all cases we have 
considered all m remaining factors can be rotated to a (D~) m lattice, and it is not 
unlikely that this is always possible, even for the Leech lattice. Note that we are not 
doing anything to the lattices; we simply regard them as root-lattices plus weights of 
subalgebras of the original algebras. Some of the weights may have length two and 

*A more reasonable but less rigorous estimate can be made by observing that the 88-dimensional 
lattice has (at most) 32 factors, so that combinatoricaUy their classification should be similar to the 
classification of even self-dual lattices of dimension 32 with D 1 lattices as building blocks. On the 
basis of such an estimate one would still expect a very large number of solutions. 
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The actual number is 

8890257039991534914852297716511137991261717351484783559586371147072406920152764667336616389653819346
4168146364205130292397170746149318720379630387200000000000000000000000000

∼ 10930

This is a mathematical lower limit on the number of Euclidean Self-dual lattices of dimension 
88, needed for our construction.  The upper limit on the number of such lattices is 

∼ 101090

The actual number of heterotic strings is much smaller than any of these numbers.



But what did this mean?



III. Anthropic Arguments



Anthropic Features of the 
Standard Model

Structure:  
- U(1) with massless photon seems essential.  
- Strong interactions (nuclear physics, sun)  
- Weak interactions to protect chiral fermions?	


Scales:  
- Strong scale (ΛQCD) determines proton mass.  
- Weak scale determines quark, lepton masses  
- Both must be much smaller than Mplank (1019 GeV) 
  and not too different from each other.	


Parameters: mu, md, me, α, αQCD are clearly important.  
Less obvious: mH, mt, mν  
Perhaps not irrelevant: ms, mμ  
Probably irrelevant: mc, mb, mτ 

 



Some constraints 

The proton (uud) should be stable against decay to a neutron (ddu) 
 
 
  
 
Electromagnetic forces lower the neutron mass with respect to the proton mass.  
This is solved by the fact that the up-quark is extremely light.!

The neutron should be unstable, to prevent a neutron dominated universe.  
This limits the electron mass to 

p� n + e+ + �



The gauge hierarchy

Weakness of gravity: brains would collapse into black holes. 
 
 
Maximal number of constituents:	


 
 
 
 
    For a “brain” with 1024 protons not to be a black hole,  
    we need mp < 10-8 mPlanck	


!

For more arguments see my review:  
Rev. Mod. Phys. 85 (2013) pp. 1491-1540 

 

✓
mPlanck

mp

◆3
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Why Now?
Atomic Physics 

 
 
 
 

Nuclear Physics

Nuclei as fundamental particles, plus an electron:!
Masses not fine-tuned.!
Fine-structure constant α not fine-tuned. !
Charges belong to the set of integers;  
changing them does not reduce complexity.

Not a theory, nothing can be varied. !
Not even the proton mass.



If the multiverse picture is true, one would expect to find some not 
especially nice gauge theory, with a not especially nice choice of matter 
and not especially nice parameter values, which can be consistently 
extrapolated to the Planck scale, because that is where it came from.  
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If the multiverse picture is true, one would expect to find some not 
especially nice gauge theory, with a not especially nice choice of matter 
and not especially nice parameter values, which can be consistently 
extrapolated to the Planck scale, because that is where it came from.  

Which is more or less what we have right 
now, after the Higgs discovery.

This is a historic moment: 	

Atomic, nuclear and hadronic physics do not qualify.
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Problems and Worries

!
• Gravity	

• Dark matter	

• Baryogenesis	

• Inflation.	


Problems: 
(Clearly requiring something beyond the Standard Model)

!
•Choice of gauge group and representations	

•Why three families?	

•Charge quantization	

•Quark and lepton mass hierarchies, CKM matrix.	

•Small neutrino masses.	

•Strong CP problem.	

•Gauge hierarchy problem	

•Dark Energy (non-zero, but very small)

Worries: 
(Problems that may exist only in our minds)



Problems and Worries

!
• Gravity	

• Dark matter	

• Baryogenesis	

• Inflation.	


Problems: 
(Clearly requiring something beyond the Standard Model)

!
•Choice of gauge group and representations	

•Why three families?	

•Charge quantization	

•Quark and lepton mass hierarchies, CKM matrix.	

•Small neutrino masses.	

•Strong CP problem.	

•Gauge hierarchy problem	

•Dark Energy (non-zero, but very small)

Worries: 
(Problems that may exist only in our minds)

A Potential Problem: stability of the Higgs Potential



The Singlet Era?
All problems and several worries can be solved by singlets:

• Dark matter  
(axions or singlet neutrinos) 

• Baryogenesis  
(Leptogenesis using Majorana phases of neutrinos) 

• Inflation 
(axions? Perhaps even just the Higgs can do it) 

• Strong CP problem  
(axions) 

• Small neutrino masses  
(see-saw mechanism using singlet neutrinos) 

Radical new physics (supersymmetry, Grand Unification, ...) is only 
needed to deal with some of the worries 



IV. Scalars



The first scalar particle, the Higgs boson, has just been found.  
It is a Lorentz singlet, but it couples to quarks and leptons.	

!
It was hard enough to find, but gauge singlet scalars are even 
harder to find, especially if they are very massive.	


Is all we can see all there is?	


!
If fundamental scalars exist, polynomials of these scalars would 
multiply all terms in the Langrangian.



1

↵
Fµ⌫F

µ⌫ ! P (�i

M )Fµ⌫F
µ⌫

(M is the Planck Mass)

The value of the fine structure constant α is determined by the v.e.v. of the fields φi. 	


Then all Standard Model parameter are “environmental”.	

!
In string theory, hundreds of such scalars exist (“moduli”). 
Their potentials are believed to have a huge number of minima 
(“the String Theory Landscape”), of order 10 hundreds

For example, in QED



Dynamical Parameters  

Why not accept QFT with 28 continuous parameters?	

!
No connection between QED with α=1/137 or α=1/140.	

!
Possible solution: make all parameters dynamical 	

(vevs of scalars).	

!
But then changes in parameters will create changes in the 
energy of the vacuum.	

!
This is irrelevant in QFT, but also uncalculable. 	

(sum over the ground state energy of an infinite number of 
oscillators).
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status of the universe that would appear to be catas-
trophic at least for our kind of life, and hence it is at
least possible that this is part of the reason we observe
the values we do.

But we should not jump to conclusions. An extreme
example is the smoothness and isotropy of the cosmic mi-
crowave background. This fact may be regarded as envi-
ronmental, and if it were a wildly fluctuating distribution
this could have a very negative impact on the prospects
for life (Tegmark and Rees, 1998). But surely one cannot
assume that the entire density perturbation function is
tuned this way just for life to exist in one galaxy. The
most popular solution to this “horizon problem” is in-
flation, which solves another problem with anthropic rel-
evance, the flatness problem, but also introduces some
new fine-tunings.

Inflationary cosmology o↵ers interesting opportuni-
ties for predictions based on landscape and/or anthropic
ideas, especially for observations of the CMB, see e.g.
Ashoorioon (2010); Frazer and Liddle (2011); Holman
et al. (2008); Tegmark (2005); and Yamauchi et al.
(2011). Furthermore, the CMB may even give direct
hints at the existence of a multiverse. There is a chance of
observing collisions with other bubbles in the multiverse,
see for example Aguirre et al. (2007) and WMAP results
presented by Feeney et al. (2011). Gonzalez-Dı́az and
Alonso-Serrano (2011) consider an even more exotic pos-
sibility involving non-orientable tunneling. In principle
there might be information about other universes in the
detailed structure of the cosmic microwave background,
but at best only in the extreme future (Ellis, 2006b).

Anthropic predictions for the density parameter ⌦ were
already made a long time ago by Garriga et al. (1999).
This work, as well as Freivogel et al. (2006), points out
the plausibility of observing negative spatial curvature,
(i.e. ⌦k > 0, where ⌦k ⌘ 1 � ⌦) in a multiverse pic-
ture. They argue that sixty e-folds of inflation are an-
thropically needed, and having a larger number of e-
folds is statistically challenged. The current observa-
tional constraint is |⌦k| < 10�2. Furthermore, Guth
and Nomura (2012) and Kleban and Schillo (2012) point
out that observation of even a small positive curvature
(⌦k < �10�4) would falsify most ideas of eternal infla-
tion, because tunneling in a landscape gives rise to open
FRW universes.

That the baryon to photon ratio ⌘ ⇡ 6 ⇥ 10�10 may
have anthropic implications was already observed a long
time ago (see Carr and Rees (1979); Nanopoulos (1980);
Linde (1985) but also Aguirre (2001) for critical com-
ments), but it is not simply a tunable free parameter.
Inflation would dilute any such initial condition, as would
any baryon number violating process that gets into equi-
librium in the early stages of the universe. See Shaposh-
nikov (2009) for a list of 44 proposed solutions to the
baryogenesis problem. Most of these solutions generate
new anthropic issues themselves.

This brief summary does not do justice to the vast
body of work on string and landscape cosmology. Further
references can be found in reviews of string cosmology,
e.g. Burgess and McAllister (2011).

3. The Cosmological Constant

The cosmological constant ⇤ is a parameter of classical
general relativity that is allowed by general coordinate in-
variance. It has dimension [length]�2 and appears in the
Einstein equations as (the metric signs are (�, +, +, +))

Rµ⌫ � 1

2
gµ⌫R + ⇤gµ⌫ = 8⇡GNTµ⌫ . (3.1)

Without a good argument for its absence one should
therefore consider it as a free parameter that must be fit-
ted to the data. It contributes to the equations of motion
with an equation of state P = w⇢, where P is pressure
and ⇢ is density, with w = �1 (matter has w = 0 and
radiation w = 1

3

). As the universe expands, densities are
diluted as (the initial values are hatted)

⇢w = ⇢̂w

⇣a

â

⌘�3(1+w)

. (3.2)

As a result, if ⇤ 6= 0 it will eventually dominate if the
universe lasts long enough. The natural length scale as-
sociated with ⇤ is the size of the universe.

The parameter ⇤ contributes to the equations of mo-
tion in the same way as vacuum energy density ⇢

vac

,
which has an energy momentum tensor Tµ⌫ = �⇢

vac

gµ⌫ .
Vacuum energy is a constant contribution to any (quan-
tum) field theory Lagrangian. It receives contributions
from classical e↵ects, for example di↵erent minima of a
scalar potential and quantum corrections (e.g. zero-point
energies of oscillators). However, it plays no rôle in field
theory as long as gravity is ignored. It can simply be set
to zero. Since vacuum energy and the parameter ⇤ are
indistinguishable it is customary to identify ⇢

vac

and ⇤.
The precise relation is

⇤

8⇡
=

GN⇢
vac

c2

:= ⇢
⇤

. (3.3)

This immediately relates the value of ⇤ with all other
length scales of physics, entering in ⇢

⇤

, which of course
are very much smaller than the size of the universe. The
extreme version of this comparison is to express ⇢

⇤

in
Planck mass per (Planck length)3, which gives a value
smaller than 10�120. This was clear long before ⇢

⇤

was
actually measured.

More recently, observations of redshifts of distant type-
Ia supernovae gave evidence for accelerated expansion
(Perlmutter et al., 1999; Riess et al., 1998), which can be
fitted with the ⇤-parameter. Combined with more recent
data on the cosmic microwave background, this indicates
that the contribution of ⇤ to the density of the universe is
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As a result, if ⇤ 6= 0 it will eventually dominate if the
universe lasts long enough. The natural length scale as-
sociated with ⇤ is the size of the universe.

The parameter ⇤ contributes to the equations of mo-
tion in the same way as vacuum energy density ⇢
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which has an energy momentum tensor Tµ⌫ = �⇢

vac
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Vacuum energy is a constant contribution to any (quan-
tum) field theory Lagrangian. It receives contributions
from classical e↵ects, for example di↵erent minima of a
scalar potential and quantum corrections (e.g. zero-point
energies of oscillators). However, it plays no rôle in field
theory as long as gravity is ignored. It can simply be set
to zero. Since vacuum energy and the parameter ⇤ are
indistinguishable it is customary to identify ⇢
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and ⇤.
The precise relation is
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⇤
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length scales of physics, entering in ⇢
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, which of course
are very much smaller than the size of the universe. The
extreme version of this comparison is to express ⇢

⇤

in
Planck mass per (Planck length)3, which gives a value
smaller than 10�120. This was clear long before ⇢

⇤

was
actually measured.

More recently, observations of redshifts of distant type-
Ia supernovae gave evidence for accelerated expansion
(Perlmutter et al., 1999; Riess et al., 1998), which can be
fitted with the ⇤-parameter. Combined with more recent
data on the cosmic microwave background, this indicates
that the contribution of ⇤ to the density of the universe is

Irrelevant in the absence of gravity.	

But gravity sees it as a contribution to Λ. 	

!
In QED, for fixed α, it is just a constant.	

It clearly cannot be ignored if we allow α to change.

vacuum Energy



Excluded !
(universe expands too  
rapidly for galaxies to form)!
Weinberg, 1987

�

Anthropic Bounds

We are here ⇢⇤ = 1.3⇥ 10�123

⇢⇤

Excluded 

 (universe collapses too fast)!
Barrows and Tipler, 1987

⇡ 10�120
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baryogenesis problem. Most of these solutions generate
new anthropic issues themselves.

This brief summary does not do justice to the vast
body of work on string and landscape cosmology. Further
references can be found in reviews of string cosmology,
e.g. Burgess and McAllister (2011).

3. The Cosmological Constant

The cosmological constant ⇤ is a parameter of classical
general relativity that is allowed by general coordinate in-
variance. It has dimension [length]�2 and appears in the
Einstein equations as (the metric signs are (�, +, +, +))

Rµ⌫ � 1

2
gµ⌫R + ⇤gµ⌫ = 8⇡GNTµ⌫ . (3.1)

Without a good argument for its absence one should
therefore consider it as a free parameter that must be fit-
ted to the data. It contributes to the equations of motion
with an equation of state P = w⇢, where P is pressure
and ⇢ is density, with w = �1 (matter has w = 0 and
radiation w = 1

3

). As the universe expands, densities are
diluted as (the initial values are hatted)

⇢w = ⇢̂w

⇣a

â

⌘�3(1+w)

. (3.2)

As a result, if ⇤ 6= 0 it will eventually dominate if the
universe lasts long enough (and if there is no “phantom
matter” with w < �1).

However, ⇤ itself a↵ects the expansion. For ⇤ < 0
the universe collapses in a time ct = ⇡

p
3/⇤ whereas

for ⇤ > 0 the universe goes into exponential expansion
as exp(

p
⇤/3ct). These two cases correspond to exact

maximally symmetric solutions to the Einstein with ⇤ 6=
0 and without matter, and are called Anti-de Sitter (AdS)
and de Sitter (dS) spaces respectively. The latter has a
horizon at a distance (

p
⇤/3 from the observer. Light

emitted by matter beyond that horizon can never reach
the observer because of the expansion. The fact that
our universe has existed billions of years and that we
observe galaxies at distances of billions of light years gives
immediately an upper limit on |⇤| (see Eq. (3.4) below)
which is already known for decades (Barrow and Tipler,
1986)).

The fact that the length associated with ⇤ is of cos-
mological size is not surprising in itself, but there is
second interpretation of ⇤ that puts this in an entirely
di↵erent perspective. The parameter ⇤ contributes to
the equations of motion in the same way as vacuum en-
ergy density ⇢

vac

, which has an energy momentum ten-
sor Tµ⌫ = �⇢

vac

gµ⌫ . Vacuum energy is a constant con-
tribution to any (quantum) field theory Lagrangian. It
receives contributions from classical e↵ects, for example
di↵erent minima of a scalar potential and quantum cor-
rections (e.g. zero-point energies of oscillators). How-
ever, it plays no rôle in field theory as long as gravity

is ignored. It can simply be set to zero. Since vacuum
energy and the parameter ⇤ are indistinguishable it is
customary to identify ⇢

vac

and ⇤. The precise relation is

⇤

8⇡
=

GN⇢
vac

c2

:= ⇢
⇤

. (3.3)

This immediately relates the value of ⇤ with all other
length scales of physics, entering in ⇢

⇤

, which of course
are very much smaller than the size of the universe. The
extreme version of this comparison is to express ⇢

⇤

in
Planck mass per (Planck length)3, which gives a value
smaller than 10�120. This was clear long before ⇢

⇤

was
actually measured.

This huge di↵erence in length scales implies a huge
fine-tuning problem. It was noted a long time ago by
(Linde, 1974; Veltman, 1975) that the Standard Model
Higgs mechanism induces a huge change in vacuum en-
ergy. Other contributions are expected to come from dy-
namical symmetry breaking in QCD and inflation. The
latter is especially hard to avoid, because in most mod-
els the exponential is driven by vacuum energy, which
must therefore have been vastly larger in the inflationary
period than it is now. Quantum corrections to vacuum
energy are due to vacuum bubble diagrams (coupling to
gravitons to generate the

p�g factor). There are contri-
butions from all particles, with opposite sign for bosons
and fermions. These diagrams are quartically ultra-violet
divergent: they are infinite if we naively integrate over
arbitrarily large momenta, and they are proportional to
M4

cuto↵

if we assume that nature cuts o↵ the divergence
at some scale M4

cuto↵

(note that that quantum correc-
tions contribute to the density ⇢

vac

, and hence ⇤ gets
quartic corrections, not quadratic ones as its dimension
might suggest). It is likely that the divergent integral are
cut o↵ by a consistent theory of quantum gravity (and
indeed, string theory does that), and in that case the
cut o↵ scale would be the Planck scale. In that case, the
naive order of magnitude for ⇢

⇤

is the Planck density, one
Planck mass per Planck volume (5.15 ⇥ 1096 kg/m3). In
these units the aforementioned old observational limits,
using y ⇥ 109 (light)years for the assumed cosmic time
(length) scale, are3

|⇢
⇤

| < 3.4y�2 ⇥ 10�121 (3.4)

The fact that this number is so absurdly small is called
“the cosmological constant problem”. The problem can
be mitigated by assuming a smaller cuto↵ scale for the
quantum corrections, but even if we choose the TeV scale
there are still sixty orders of magnitude to be explained.
It seems unlikely that the cut-o↵ can be less than that,
because then we are in known quantum field theory ter-
ritory, and furthermore we then have the classical con-
tributions to worry about as well. One may consider

3 In the rest of this section we use ~ = c = GN = 1.

⇡ �1.8⇥ 10�122

Units: Planck mass per Planck volume

Riess et. al, Perlmutter et. al. (1998)



C.C. versus S.M.

An anthropic explanation requires more than 10120 points.	

!
But:	

Λ is less obviously a true variable of the laws of physics than the 28 
standard model parameters.	

!
The latter are clearly decoupled from what we do not know yet: gravity.	

But Λ only makes sense in the presence of gravity.  	

And gravity is precisely the big unknown.	

!
But one candidate theory of gravity, string theory, does seem to have the 
required large number of “vacua” (minima of the scalar potential)	

!



Fluxes
To have a chance of finding one minimum in the anthropic domain, 
we need a moduli potential with at least 10120 minima. 	

!
Each minimum would not only have a different vacuum energy, but 
different values for all parameters, like α.	

!
This can be achieved by quantized background fields (“fluxes”) 
winding around topological cycles of a compactification manifold.	

!
These fields are multi-index anti-symmetric tensor generalizations 
of the vector potential Aμ of the electromagnetic field: 	

!
In Minkowski space, these fields manifest themselves as three-form 
fields 

Aµ1,...,µn

Aµ⌫⇢

Bousso, Polchinski (2000)
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Ignoring the brane sources (we will consider them shortly), the four-form
equation of motion is ∂µ (

√
−g F µνρσ) = 0, with solution

F µνρσ = cϵµνρσ , (2.4)

where ϵµνρσ is the totally antisymmetric tensor and c is any constant. Thus
there is no local dynamics. One has F 2

4 = −24c2, and so the on-shell effect
of the four-form is indistinguishable from a cosmological constant term. The
Hamiltonian density is given by

λ = λbare −
Z

48
F 2

4 = λbare +
Zc2

2
. (2.5)

Only λ is observable: λbare and the four-form cannot be observed sepa-
rately in the four-dimensional theory. Therefore, the bare cosmological con-
stant can be quite large. For example, it might be on the Planck scale or on
the supersymmetry breaking scale. In order to explain the observed value of
the cosmological constant, λbare must be very nearly cancelled by the four-
form contribution.

2.2 Four-form quantization

In the original work [5], and in many recent applications, it as assumed that
the constant c can take any real value, thus cancelling the bare cosmological
constant to arbitrary accuracy. However, we are asserting that the value of c
is quantized. Since this is somewhat counterintuitive, let us first discuss two
things that the reader might think we are saying, but are not.

First, if there is a gravitational instanton, a Euclidean four-manifold X,
then it is natural to expect that the integral of the Euclidean four-form over
X is quantized,

∫

X

F4 =
2πn

e
, n ∈ Z . (2.6)

This is the generalized Dirac quantization condition [19–22]. It arises from
considering the quantum mechanics of membranes, which are the natural
objects to couple to the potential A3,

S = e

∫

W

A3 (2.7)

5

� = �bare +
1
2

Zc2

2

Action with four-form contribution

Solution to equations of motion

Contribution to the cosmological constant

Aµ⇥⇤ � Fµ⇥⇤⌅ = �[⌅Aµ⇥⇤]

Three form fields



In String Theory:

The constant c is quantized!
There are many such four-form fields

� = �bare +
1
2

Nflux�

i

n2
i y

2
i

If the values of yi are incommensurate and Nflux

su⇥ciently large, � can be tuned to a very small value
(starting with negative �bare of natural size).

Nvacua � [Nvalues]
Nflux



interest into subsets, such that correlations are possible
only within each subset, we can hope to divide up the
problem into manageable pieces.

These arguments and examples illustrate how, under
certain possible outcomes for the actual number and
distribution of vacua, we could make well motivated
predictions. Of course the actual numbers and distri-
bution are not up to us to chose, and one can equally
well imagine scenarios in which this type of predictiv-
ity is not possible. For example, Nvac ∼ 101000 would
probably not lead to predictions, unless the distribu-
tion were very sharply peaked, or unless we make fur-
ther assumptions which drastically cut down the num-
ber of vacua.

5. Absolute numbers

The basic estimate for numbers of flux vacua [4] is

Nvac ∼ (2πL)K/2

(K/2)!
[cn]

where K is the number of distinct fluxes (K = 2b3 for
IIb on CY3) and L is a “tadpole charge” (L = χ/24 in
terms of the related CY4). The “geometric factor” [cn]
does not change this much, while other multiplicities
are probably subdominant to this one.

Typical K ∼ 100− 400 and L ∼ 500− 5000, leading
to Nvac ∼ 10500 . This is probably too large for statis-
tical selection to work.

On the other hand, this estimate did not put in all the
consistency conditions. Here are two ideas, still rather
speculative.
– Perhaps stabilizing the moduli not yet considered

in detail (e.g. brane moduli) is highly non-generic,
or perhaps most of the flux vacua become unstable
after supersymmetry breaking due to KK or stringy
modes becoming tachyonic. At present there is no
evidence for these ideas, but neither have they been
ruled out.

– Perhaps cosmological selection is important: almost
all vacua have negligible probability to come from
the “preferred initial conditions.” Negligible means
P <<< 1/Nvac, and almost all existing proposals for
wave functions or probabilty factors are not so highly
peaked, but eternal inflation has been claimed to
be (as reviewed in [26]), and it is important to know
if this is relevant for string theory (see for example
[20]).
Such considerations might drastically cut the num-

ber of vacua. While we would then need to incorpo-
rate these effects in the distribution, it is conceivable
that to a good approximation these effects are statisti-
cally independent of the properties of the distribution
which concern us, so that the statistics we are com-

puting now are the relevant ones. Even if not, it seems
very unlikely to us that cosmology will select a unique
vacuum a priori; rather we believe the problem with
these considerations taken into account will not look so
different formally (and perhaps even physically) from
the problem without them, and thus we proceed.

6. Stringy naturalness

The upshot of the previous discussion is that in this
picture, either string theory is not predictive because
there are too many vacua, or else the key to making
predictions is to count vacua, find their distributions,
and apply the principles of statistical selection.

To summarize this, we again oversimplify and de-
scribe statistical selection as follows: we propose to
show that a property X̄ cannot come out of string the-
ory by arguing that no vacuum realizing X̄ reproduces
the observed small c.c. (actually, we are considering all
properties along with the c.c.). One might ask how we
can hope to do this, given that computing the c.c. in a
specific vacuum to the required accuracy is far beyond
our abilities. The point is that it should be far easier to
characterize the distribution of c.c.’s than to compute
the c.c. in any specific vacuum. To illustrate, suppose
we can compute it at tree level, but that these results
receive complicated perturbative and non-perturbative
corrections. Rather than compute these exactly in each
vacuum, we could try to show that they are uncorre-
lated with the tree level c.c.; if true and if the tree level
distribution is simple (say uniform), the final distribu-
tion will also be simple.

If so, tractable approximations to the true distri-
bution of vacua can estimate how much unexplained
fine tuning is required to achieve the desired EFT, and
this is the underlying significance of the definition of
“stringy naturalness” we gave above.

Thus, we need to establish that vacua satisfying the
various requirements exist, and estimate their distri-
bution. We now discuss results on these two problems,
and finally return to the question of the distribution of
supersymmetry breaking scales.

7. Constructing KKLT vacua

The problem of stabilizing all moduli in a concrete
way in string compactification has been studied for al-
most 20 years. One of the early approaches was to de-
rive an effective Lagrangian by KK reduction, find a
limit in which nonperturbative effects are small, and
add sufficiently many nonperturbative corrections to
produce a generic effective potential. Such a generic

4

(M. Douglas, 2003)

A nuisance turned into a virtue!





Alternatives: 
What would be better than the string landscape? 

1!
1030!
10500!
1010!

Infinitely dense (Q)!
Continuous infinity (R)!
!
Infinite sequence of effective theories.!
Fundamentally uncertain (Heisenberg)!
Undecidable (Gödel) !
Beyond science.!
!
We are too stupid and/or ignorant, and we will never know.

500

(anthropic tunings not explained)
(Cosmological constant?)
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Requirements for a Landscape Theory

All parameters should be fixed to some discrete set.  
 
- We must control all virtual processes (“infinities” of QFT) 
- Including those of quantum gravity.  
- Including all particles we have not observed yet, and all interactions. 
- Particle physics and gravity are intrinsically linked

There must be a way to end up with a large set of choices of groups and 
representations, and parameter values.

Distinct solutions must be connected: we must be able to get to the standard 
model.



String theory satisfies this*,!
and nothing else does!

(*) If there is a string theory landscape



Conclusions

!
 	


We may very well live in a multiverse.	

!
This is not irrelevant. It has a huge impact on our outlook on 
problems in particle physics and gravity.	

!
Plenty of possibilities (from theory, experiment and observations) 
for discovering this is wrong, but no gold-plated method for proving 
it is correct.  

Extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence.  
But the extraordinary claim is the uniqueness of the laws of physics, 
given the enormous number of alternatives in QFT.	


 	

 



Variations in Constants of  Nature

“We derive values of ∆α/α ≡ (αz −α0)/α0 from 154 absorbers, and combine these values with 141 values 
from previous observations at the Keck Observatory in Hawaii. In the VLT sample, we find evidence that 
α increases with increasing cosmological distance from Earth. However, as previously shown, the Keck 
sample provided evidence for a smaller α in the distant absorption clouds. Upon combining the samples an 
apparent variation of α across the sky emerges which is well represented by an angular dipole model.”

Spatial variation in the fine-structure constant – new results from VLT/UVES	

Julian A. King, John K. Webb, Michael T. Murphy, Victor V. Flambaum, Robert F. Carswell3 Matthew B. Bainbridge, 
Michael R. Wilczynska and F. Elliot Koch.	
 Mon.Not.Roy.Astron.Soc. 422 (2012) 3370-3413  (arXiv:1202.4758)

A Stringent Limit on a Drifting Proton-to-Electron Mass Ratio 
from Alcohol in the Early Universe 
Julija Bagdonaite, Paul Jansen, Christian Henkel, Hendrick L. Bethlem, Karl M. Menten, Wim Ubachs  

“we deduced a constraint of ∆µ/µ = (0.0 ± 1.0) × 10−7 at redshift z=0.89”

Science 339 (6115), 46 (2012)

�↵/↵ ⇡ .5⇥ 10�5

http://arxiv.org/abs/1202.4758


If confirmed this has huge consequences

 Evidence against derivability of the Standard Model and its parameters	

     In particular, against fine structure constant numerology. 

 Evidence against the string theory landscape 
 (in particular the tuning of vacuum energy)	

!

Dine, Banks, Douglas (2002)

⇤ = . . .+
1

↵
Fµ⌫F

µ⌫ + . . . = 10�120 ⇥ (MPlanck)
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Grand Unification

(3, 2,
1

6
) + (3⇤, 1,

1

3
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) + (1, 2,�1

2
) + (1, 1, 1)One family: 

+(1, 2,�1

2
)

+(1, 0, 0)

Higgs

Structure looks arbitrary 	

Charge quantization not explained by SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)

The most popular explanation is Grand Unified Theories

One family: 

(16) of SO(10)

(5

⇤
) + (10) of SU(5)+ (1)



Grand Unification?

 Higgs does not fit in a GUT rep.	

 Breaking to SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) is not explained  

    (There are alternatives, like SU(4) x U(1).)	

 Choice of representations is not explained 

We can solve all of these problems by replacing 
symmetry by an anthropic argument

B. Gato-Rivera and A. N. Schellekens, arXiv:1401.1782



An Anthropic Alternative

 Massless photon	

 No massless charged leptons	

  > 3 distinct stable atoms

Standard Model group and families are the only solution.	

The Higgs choice is determined!

Stacks of M and N intersecting branes.	

!
This produces matter coupling to a gauge 
group SU(M) x SU(N) x U(1)	

!
!

Anthropic requirements: 

Charge quantization without GUTs	

In the absence of susy, GUTs only offer disadvantages 


